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last time
1. The medium of pulp: its effects

a. wide distribution
(RRs, rotary press, consumer society)



http://uwf.edu/dearle/enewsstand/enewsstand_files/Page1499.htmBerenice Abbott, 1935



last time
1. The medium of pulp: its effects

a. wide distribution
(RRs, rotary press, consumer society)

b. ephemerality
c. the connotations of popularity
d. the connotations of subculture
e. “the old Internet”: like the Net, pulp is a network

2. Searching for a past in Amazing
a. ambiguous ancestry: Wells…Poe?
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“romance”
“no more fantastic than the 
realities…of our everyday 
life would have been to our 
great grandfathers”



last time
1. The medium of pulp: its effects

a. wide distribution
(RRs, rotary press, consumer society)

b. ephemerality
c. the connotations of popularity
d. the connotations of subculture
e. “the old Internet”: like the Net, pulp is a network

2. Searching for a past in Amazing
a. ambiguous ancestry: Wells…Poe…Gernsback?

(historical foreshortening: again in “Golden Age”)



last time
3. “The Man from the Atom”

a. Mechanisms (of explanation)
b. growing/shrinking à la Alice (…paper topics)



“Mesmeric Revelation” (Amazing 1, no. 2: 126)



last time
3. “The Man from the Atom”

a. Mechanisms (of explanation)
b. growing/shrinking à la Alice (…paper topics)
c. versions of the anti-social

i. man in space
ii. man in alien world
iii. man lost at home (Vinda!)

4. The meaning and rhetoric of atomic science



for science!

The sciences, each straining in its own direction, have 
hitherto harmed us little.

“The Call of Cthulhu,” 139



Cthulhu still lives, too, I 
suppose, again in that 
chasm of stone which has 
shielded him since the sun 
was young.

“weird”



Weird Tales 28, no. 2 (August 1936): 153

What is “weird” literature?



Lovecraft
I’m sure no one can fill Lovecraft’s shoes with most of us readers. We miss his Elder 
Gods, and how!

B.M. Reynolds, letter to the editor, Weird Tales 28, no. 3 (October 1936): 383–84

1890 b. Rhode Island
1899 starts his own “Scientific Gazette”; mental health problems
1905 begins reading early pulps
1908 drops out of high school
1916 first story published in an amateur magazine
1922 Home Brew publishes “Herbert West”: first professional publication
1923 Weird Tales no. 1 appears; HPL submits 5 stories
1927 “Colour out of Space” in Amazing
1928 “Call of Cthulhu” in Weird Tales
1929 divorce
1929 “Call” in Beware After Dark! anthology
publishers flirt with HPL over collection idea; it never works out
1937 d. (cancer)



names

The word is supposed to represent a fumbling human 
attempt to catch the phonetics of an absolutely non-human 
word.… The actual sound…may be taken as something 
like Khlûl´-hloo, with the first syllable pronounced 
gutturally and very thickly.

Lovecraft in 1934 (395n9)



names



style

The basis of all true cosmic horror is always violation of 
the order of nature, and the profoundest violations are 
always the least concrete and describable.

Lovecraft in 1930

In groups: choose a characteristically Lovecraftian sentence 
and describe it fully.



thinkgeek.com, “My First Cthulhu Plush”



style

The basis of all true cosmic horror is always violation of 
the order of nature, and the profoundest violations are 
always the least concrete and describable.

Lovecraft in 1930

In groups: choose a characteristically Lovecraftian sentence 
and describe it fully.



blogging prompt
(can also be found online)

Group 2

Lovecraft is campy, pulpy fun. But is there a sense in which 
we should take what he has to say seriously? Granting the 
obvious fictionality of the Cthulhu Mythos, speculate about 
a possible idea of serious import that you see in either of 
the two stories you have been assigned. Cite a passage as 
part of your discussion.

Write a paragraph or so. Essays forbidden.



essay required

Due October 2 at 5 p.m. on Sakai

Use a suggested topic or choose your own

Choose a text we have read together
(or…)

I really do not like unsupported generalizations

I really like carefully argued, carefully edited papers



Next time

“The Colour out of Space” (in Lovecraft volume)
Optional but recommended: Sorensen essay on Lovecraft


